
 

POLICY REGARDING GUESTS WITH DISABILITIES  
THAT WANT TO SKATE OR GO ON THE ICE 

 

Our policy is that we encourage guests with disabilities to skate or go on the ice. There are a number of ways that we can 
accommodate guests with disabilities. 

 

Wheelchairs are welcome on the ice but admission for skating must be paid.  

• Powered or non-powered wheelchairs can go on the ice if they can be safely operated.  

• Guests in non-powered wheelchairs that cannot operate their wheelchair safely can be pushed by a skilled skater or someone 

in Spikeys.  

• There is no charge for the attendant pushing the wheelchair. 

• Guests in wheelchairs must exit and enter the ice through the ice resurfacer gate because it has a flat threshold. A Skatetown 

teammate will be happy to show you where to enter and exit the ice and assist you.     

 

Buckets are available for use at no charge. Use of buckets is restricted to the coned or padded off area of the 

ice designated for beginner skaters. 
 
 

Skate Helpers—$10* Use of Skate Helpers is restricted to the coned or padded off area of the ice          

designated for beginner skaters.  
 
 

 

Sled Rentals  
Push sleds—$15 
For children ages 10 and younger. Must be piloted by an adult. Paid admission required for the person riding the 
sled. Rider must wear skates or Spikeys unless they are small enough to be lifted onto the sled. No charge for the 
person pushing the sled wearing Spikeys and not skating   

 

Bobby sleds—$10 
For children ages 10 and younger. Must be piloted by an adult or proficient skater. Paid admission required for the 
person riding the sled. Rider must wear skates or Spikeys unless they are small enough to be lifted onto the sled. 
No charge for the person pushing the sled wearing Spikeys and not skating   

 

Mini-Zamboni sleds—$10  
For children ages 10 and younger. Must be piloted by an adult or proficient skater. Paid admission required for the 
person riding the sled. Rider must wear skates or Spikeys unless they are small enough to be lifted onto the sled. 
No charge for the person pushing the sled wearing Spikeys and not skating. 
 
Sleds may go anywhere on the rink, however they must be operated in a safe manner. If the sled operator cannot 
skate in a safe manner, they may be asked to refrain from skating or move to beginner area. 

 

 
We DO NOT allow crutches, or crutch type devices, to be used on the ice 
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